A memorial yesterday for U Ko Ni, the slain high court lawyer, and U Nay Win, the taxi driver who gave his life trying to apprehend the assassin, State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi said the respected attorney’s intellect and high ideals would be missed, and the taxi driver’s bravery would not be forgotten.

The memorial service at the Royal Rose Hall in Bahan Township, Yangon yesterday afternoon began with short biographies of U Ko Ni and U Nay Win read out loud by the master of ceremonies.

The State Counsellor then gave words of condolence and said the two men represented the highest ideals of Myanmar society. “U Ko Ni belonged to the supportive group for legal affairs in the National League for Democracy Party to help for rule of law with firm beliefs and energy. Only if our country abounds with such persons like him will the practices of what we want to do within the framework of law be strengthened in our country,” she said.

Daw Aung San Suu Kyi described U Nay Win as a hero who upheld the ideals of a decent society. “I firmly believe U Nay Win acted bravely with the belief that heroism and selfless acts should not be neglected in a society where rule of law must be exercised.”

U Ko Ni was shot to death outside Yangon International Airport on 29 January upon his return from a meeting in Indonesia. U Ko Ni was also fatally shot as he attempted to apprehend the fleeing gunman. Three men are in custody for the killings.

The State Counsellor pointed out that both U Ko Ni and U Nay Win were proud members of the National League for Democracy.

“It is a great honour and satisfaction for our NLD Party to possess such persons as U Ko Ni and U Nay Win. We will never ever forget them. I hereby express my wish that we must encourage ourselves to be brave by keeping in our minds that we have martyr-like heroes and good citizens among our prestigious NLD Party members, at times when we are afraid to do the things we should do and when we are afraid to do the things we should not do,” she said.

The State Counsellor added that the accomplishments and actions of U Ko Ni and U Nay Win should inspire the country to keep striving toward its goals.

“For every citizen living in the country to be healthy and happy is our principle and simultaneously the aims and beliefs of all beings. A period of ten month or one year is in fact short for a government and a country. In a short period of time, we had had a considerable amount of satisfaction.”

Daw Aung San Suu Kyi then gave words of encouragement and condolence to the bereaved families. The memorial service was held a day after the authorities of the Ministry of Home Affairs held a press conference on the assassination.

At the press conference, Union Minister for Home Affairs Lt-Gen Kyaw Swe said personal antagonism and extreme nationalism was behind the assassination of legal adviser to the ruling National League for Democracy (NLD) U Ko Ni.
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**Myanmar Software for people with impaired eyesight**

SOFTWARE version 2 with Myanmar pronunciation is being programmed for people with impaired eyesight to use easily the application software. Upon the completion of the software, the software will be distributed free of charge, according to Myanmar National Association of the Blind.

“We’ve already distributed the version 1. But, it is difficult for the persons with impaired eyesight to use the version 1. So, we need to make it user friendly especially for the blind. Currently, we are writing the version 2,” said U Aung Ko Myint, chairman of Myanmar National Association of the Blind.

“I,” said U Aung Naing Tun, a member of Myanmar National Association of the Blind.

“These with impaired eyesight need to use the IT materials to develop the general knowledge. The IT businessmen and the technicians also need to consider the people with disability in production of applications,” said U Aung Naing Tun.

Currently, 100 out of 100,000 who have impaired eyesight in Myanmar can use the IT technology equipment, according to Myanmar National Association of the Blind. — Myitmakha News Agency

---

**Himalaya Airlines launches commercial flights to Yangon**

HIMALAYA Airlines has re-established direct links between Myanmar and Nepal on Mondays and Fridays.

HIMALAYA Airlines on Friday launched scheduled commercial flights to Yangon, Myanmar, its fourth destination since the operations started last year.

The airline said the flight to Myanmar is part of their initiatives to strengthen direct connections with around 300,000 people of Nepali origin residing there.

The flight took off from Tribhuvan International Airport at 10:55 (local time) and touched down at Yangon International Airport, Yangon, at 14:15 (local time).

With the launch of twice weekly (Mondays and Fridays) flights, Himalaya Airlines has re-established direct links with Myanmar after a long gap. Previously, Union of Burma Airways used to operate flights between Yangon and Kathmandu.

Myanmar’s Ambassador to Nepal U Lwin Oo, Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation Joint Secretary Suresh Achariya and Himalaya Airlines Vice President - Administration Vijay Shrestha were also onboard among passengers of the first flight. — GNLM

---

**Export of agricultural products up by $266 million**

THE value of agriculture export during this financial year increased by US$266 million compared with the same period last FY, according to the Commerce Ministry.

Last fiscal year, the export value from April through mid-February reached $2.170 billion, but this year’s export value increased to $2.437 billion, the vast majority of total agriculture exports being from the private sector.

The total export value over the past 10 and half months hit $9.862 billion; an increase of more than $310 million matched against last year.

Myanmar predominantly exports animal products, minerals, aquaculture, forest and agriculture products, while it imports capital goods, construction materials, personal goods, agricultural machineries and raw materials and electronic devices.

According to the official figures, animal products, which are worth $8.398 million, marine products worth over $480 million, mineral products worth over $820 million, industrial goods worth $4.569 billion, forest products worth $207 million and others worth $1.331 billion were sold to partner foreign buyers between April and mid-February of this FY.

The value of export of agriculture, fishery, forest and animal products increased while mineral and finished industrial products decreased this FY.

The government put forth sustained efforts to raise export in each of the sector.—Shwe Khine

---

**Over 200 jade mine licences in Kachin’s jewelry land to expire in March**

THE licences of over 200 jade mining blocks in Lonekin, Hpakant and other sites in jewelry land in Kachin State will expire next month, according to the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Conservation.

It is announced that licences of 76 jade mines in Lonekin and Hpakant jewelry land, 110 in Mohinnay, eight in Mogok, four in Mongshu and 12 in Hkami will expire in March of this year.

The ministry granted permits to jade mining companies to operate in Mohinnay and Hkami in 2011 and it issued permits to the companies in Mogok in 2012 and 2014. The mining companies in Mongshu sought permission from the authorities in 2014. Some companies have been operating jade mining business through 76 sites in Lonekin and Hpakant since 2009.

More than 2,700 licences for jade mining sites located in Lonekin, Hpakant, Hkami, Mongshu, Mogok and Nantyejik mining areas in Kachin State expired between July of last year and January of this year.

The ministry granted seven-year permits and five-year permits to jade mining companies to operate in Lonekin and Hpakant jewelry land. The majority of similar businesses in Mohinnay and Hkami mining areas obtained licences in 2011.—Rhine Khant

---

**Eel fishermen doing well despite unstable market**

DESPITE an unstable domestic market, eel fishermen in Ye-daze Township in Bago Region are prosperous with the mud eel during the irrigation period, according to the local market.

The fishermen use traditional methods to catch eels in the fields and the ponds. A night fisherman usually earns more than Ks10,000 nightly from the eel sales weighing above a viss. When eel fishing became a popular business, the production of big-sized eels has obviously decreased in the region, locals say.

The current prices of eels reached around Ks8,000 per viss (1.65 kilograms), a decrease of over Ks2,000 compared with recent days.

A broker from Thabyadany Village said the prices of eels are unstable in local markets and it is mainly based on the demand from Muse and Mandalay.

Myanmar mainly exports mud eels, which are particularly popular in China.—Ko Lwin (Swa)

---

**Five more sub-centres to be developed in uptown Yangon**

FIVE more sub-centres will be established in uptown Yangon, the country’s largest commercial city, under the strategic urban development plan, a spokesperson of the Yangon City Development Committee said.

Those sub-centres will be created around the area of 10-15 kilometers radius from the central business district, with an aim to decentralize the urban center, said U Toe Aung, deputy head of the YCDC’s Urban Planning and Land Management Department.

The proposed areas include Yankin Township, intersection of Dagon Myothit (South) and (North), Dagon Seikkan Township, area near the Bago River and Thilawa area.

A sub-centre is a place with theaters, commercial and office buildings, shopping malls and trading centres.

Currently, the YCDC is implementing its plan to establish a sub-centre in Min Dhamma area in Mayangone Township in Yangon, with Yankin Township set to become the second sub-centre.

According to the latest national census conducted in 2014, Yangon was home to more than 5.7 million people. In 2014, in order to cope with the clustering construction in Yangon, The First Myanmar Company was given authority to construct office buildings in the 36 acre land on the corner of Min Dhamma Road and Taw Win Road in Mayangone Township. —Myitmakha News Agency
Yangon Book Plaza hopes to inspire Myanmar literature

UNION Minister Dr Pe Myint of the Ministry of Information, Yangon Mayor U Maung Maung Soe and Chairman of Yangon Book Plaza and Daw Thet Thet Naing cut the ribbon yesterday that officially opened the Yangon Book Plaza yesterday. The ceremony was held on the fifth floor of Than Zay Market in Lamadaw Township, Yangon.

Author Maung Thway Thit read a poem during the opening ceremony.

Union Minister Dr Pe Myint said book lovers enjoy the environment of bookshops, and that the Yangon Book Plaza has a similar feel reminiscent of international bookstores. The minister’s wish is for the Yangon Book Plaza to inspire Myanmar Literature and lift Myanmar’s book world to the next level. Yangon City’s Mayor

Khami ethnic in Maungtaw attacked with knife, axe

TWO members of the Khami ethnic group in Rakhine State were attacked with a knife and an axe by two unidentified people in a village in Maungtaw Township, Rakhine State.

The attack occurred as the two villagers were hunting for food at the edge of a forest near Thayaykone-buang (Natala) village in Maungtaw. Aung Kyaw Sein, 46, was wounded on the right side of his back and received treatment at Buthidaung Hospital. The injury was not considered serious, officials said.

The second victim, Tun Thar Maung, 28, ran from the scene. Security forces are searching for the attackers.

Outstanding undergraduates awarded UOB scholarships

FIFTEEN students from the University of Yangon and the Yangon University of Economics on Friday have been awarded scholarships offered by the United Overseas Bank Ltd under its University Scholarship Programme.

Those recipients, including five students from YU and 10 from YUE, all of whom are in their first year of undergraduate studies, were chosen based on their academic achievements, language proficiency and career aspirations. According to the programme, the UOB will fully fund their tertiary studies.

“We hope that through the UOB University Scholarship programme, we can continue to help develop these young minds to their full potential and to give them the skills needed to contribute to Myanmar’s economic future,” said Mr Loi Kai Cheow, Executive Director and Country Manager, UOB Myanmar.

Launched in February 2015, the scholarship programme aims to help top students from all backgrounds, including those who are less privileged, to realise their potential. The programme has helped 45 outstanding students so far.

CAMBODIA’S Deputy Prime Minister H.E. Hor Namhong arrived yesterday evening at Nay Pyi Taw international airport. The Deputy Prime Minister and his delegation were welcomed at the airport by Deputy Minister U Kyaw Myo, the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs U Kyaw Zeya and other officials.

The visit is made at the invitation of H.E. U Myint Swe, Vice President of Myanmar, according to a statement by the Office of the Council of Ministers in Cambodia.

During his stay in Myanmar, H.E. Hor Namhong will pay courtesy calls on President U Htin Kyaw, Vice President U Myint Swe and State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi.

In addition, H.E. Hor Namhong will visit tourist attractions in Nay Pyi Taw, Bagan, and Mandalay.—Myanmar News Agency

Speaker of Parliament of Sweden Mr Urban arrives at Nay Pyi Taw International Airport. Photo: MNA

Swedish parliamentary delegation concludes visit

A Swedish delegation led by Speaker of Parliament of Sweden Mr. Urban Ahlin visited Shwedagon Pagoda in Yangon yesterday before returning home.

The delegation also visited the Yangon Heritage Trust (YHT) on Panodan Street yesterday and toured downtown Yangon seeing colonial-era buildings.

At the invitation of U Win Myint, Speaker of Pyithu Hluttaw, Mr Urban Ahlin arrived Myanmar on 22nd February.—Myanmar News Agency
The value of trade at the Myanmar-Thailand border was US$7.68 billion in 2015-2016 and US$9.77 billion in 2016-2017, according to the Ministry of Commerce. Capital goods, raw industrial materials and personal goods were the main import items, except essential ones. The trade deficitbalancing was conducted by scrutinising luxury items, according to the second-year item restrictions of the Special Economic Zone in Myanmar. The total trade deficit of 17th Feb this FY was US$6722.63 million, which slumped a bit by US$32.9 million compared to last FY, with an export value of US$3,880,542 million and import value of US$2,392,088 million.

**The total trade value of 17th Feb in this FY was down by US$87.11 million against that in last FY. The trade deficit of US$48.1 million so far in this FY when import surplus export.**

**The total trade deficit is of US$48.1 million so far in this FY when import surplus export.**

**The total trade deficit is of US$91.9 million in 2012-2013, US$25.5 billion in 2013-2014, US$491 million in 2014-2015 and US$540 million in 2015-2016, according to statistics released by the Central Statistical Organization (CSO). The government is putting a concerted effort into reducing the trade deficit by scrutinising luxury items, except for essential ones, according to the second-year item restrictions of the Special Economic Zone in Myanmar. The total trade deficit in the same period of the current FY reached US$130 million higher than last FY, with normal trade performing better this fiscal year, unlike border trade.**

**Import value down by US$1.7 billion this FY**

The import volume of industrial trucks and minibuses declined due to the rise in border trade. The total import value of capital goods from 1st April to 17th Feb in this current Fiscal Year 2016-2017 plunged by US$174.135 million when compared to that in the similar period of last FY, according to the statistics of the Commerce Ministry. Capital goods, raw industrial materials and personal goods were the main import items, except essential ones. The trade deficit of US$48.1 million so far in this FY when import surplus export. The total trade deficit is of US$91.9 million in 2012-2013, US$25.5 billion in 2013-2014, US$491 million in 2014-2015 and US$540 million in 2015-2016, according to statistics released by the Central Statistical Organization (CSO). The government is putting a concerted effort into reducing the trade deficit by scrutinising luxury items, except for essential ones, according to the second-year item restrictions of the Special Economic Zone in Myanmar. The total trade deficit in the same period of the current FY reached US$130 million higher than last FY, with normal trade performing better this fiscal year, unlike border trade. The news of the tax hike on imported cars next FY affected the auto market, prompting the slip price to soar to Ks700,000-800,000.

**Import volume of industrial trucks and minibuses declined**

The import of industrial trucks and minibuses in early 2017 dropped while the import of agricultural equipment such as tractors and harvesters remained steady, said merchants in the Myawady border trade camp.

With an appreciation of the Thai baht against the U.S. dollar, the price of trucks went up by Ks200,000 to 500,000 per vehicle, said car importers.

This has resulted in a decline of imports of commercially used minibuses and trucks, said the car brokers. The sales of other goods has remained steady or increased in the border market. According to 2017 car import policy, those who imported the cars which are not in compliance with the set rules are being fined and the cars are even confiscated, it is learnt.

The new car tax hike on imported cars next FY affected the auto market, prompting the slip price to soar to Ks700,000-800,000.
Scientists turn to Chile’s Atacama desert to study life on Mars

SANTIAGO — Astrobiologists seeking to understand where life might be found on Mars, and what form it might take, are finding that the Atacama desert in Chile, the driest in the world, may hold some important clues.

Since a 2003 study that examined microbial life in the ‘Mars-like soils’ of the Atacama, astrobiological research — the study of life on Earth to understand how it may form elsewhere in the universe — in the desert has grown dramatically.

“It is much cheaper than traveling to Mars,” said Armando Azua, a Chilean astrobiologist at the B1 Marble Space Institute in the US, who grew up in one of the Atacama’s few populated areas.

“It is the driest and oldest desert in the world, a unique place where life had no choice but to adapt to the lack of water.”

Still, even in this harsh environment, scientists have found life — usually at the microbiological level — clinging on.

“We think that even in those places on Mars where previously it was thought life would not be found, because they were too dry for anything to survive, we’ve found places just like that on Earth and there are still different kinds of microorganisms,” said Azua.

Scientists are currently investigating if fungi or other organisms could adapt and harvest high levels of ultraviolet radiation as an energy source, in the way that fungi found near the site of the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear disaster was apparently feeding off the area’s high levels of radiation. Azua’s team identified a patch of the Atacama that was the driest of all, where centuries may pass without any rainfall.

They dug down, and found a whole host of thriving bacteria.

“If we can show that in the Atacama desert, life is capable of tolerating extreme dryness...that will open up tremendously the possibilities of finding life not only on Mars but elsewhere in the universe,” he said. —Reuters

Sequoia Fund wins dismissal of lawsuit over huge Valeant stake

NEW YORK — A New York state judge has dismissed a lawsuit accusing the Sequoia Fund, known for its ties to Warren Buffet, of recklessly making a huge, disastrous investment in Valeant Pharmaceuticals International Inc (VRX.TO), causing billions of dollars in losses.

Justice O Peter Sherwood of the State Supreme Court in White Plains, New York, said Sequoia shareholders failed to show it would have been futile, prior to suing in January 2016, to demand that the mutual fund’s directors step in to unwind the investment because of their alleged conflicts of interest.

The judge said the shareholders could try to amend their complaint, but that this appeared to be “a fool’s errand.”

Sherwood issued his ruling during a 15 February hearing. A transcript was made public eight days later.

Sequoia shareholders had sued Sequoia’s investment advisor Ruane, Cunniff & Goldfarb; portfolio managers Robert Goldfarb and David Poppe; and three directors including author and chairman Roger Lowenstein.

The defendants were accused of gross negligence for letting Sequoia plow nearly one-third of its assets into Valeant, despite a policy capping its stake at 25 per cent.

Lawyers for the shareholders did not immediately respond to requests for comment on Friday. Valeant shares have tumbled 93 per cent in the last 1-1/2 years amid criticism of the Canadian drug company’s pricing and business practices, and regulatory and congressional probes.

Goldfarb, who co-managed Sequoia for 36 years, retired as Ruane, Cunniff’s chief executive last March.

Sequoia sold its last Valeant shares in June, but its losses have left it still trailing 98 per cent of its peers over five years, while assets have shrunk by more than half to $4.2 billion, Morningstar said on Friday.

Amy Roy, a lawyer at Ropes & Gray, which represents Sequoia, said its independent directors were gratified that Sherwood recognized the central role of mutual fund boards.

Poppe, who remains at Sequoia, told shareholders last July that the fund had been “interested times,” and that “our goal is to be much less interesting” in the future.

Ruane, Cunniff’s late founder, William Ruane, was a friend and classmate of Buffet. When Buffet shut his investment partnership in 1969 to focus on Berkshire Hathaway Inc (BRK.A.N), he recommended that clients invest with Ruane.

Sequoia’s largest current investment is Berkshire. Buffet last April called Valeant’s business model “enormously flawed,” and Berkshire Vice Chairman Charlie Munger last week called Valeant’s story “too good to be true.”

The case is Epstein et al v. Ruane, Cunniff & Goldfarb Inc et al, New York State Supreme Court, New York County, No 650100/2016.—Reuters

Details emerge of Republicans’ plans to replace Obamacare

WASHINGTON — Details of potential Obamacare replacement plans by US House Republicans emerged in news reports on Friday, as Republican lawmakers have vowed to introduce new legislation in the coming weeks.

Republicans have yet to agree on a single detailed policy proposal to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act, the signature democratic policy of former Democratic President Barack Obama.

Still to be worked out are details including the future of Medicaid, the government health insurance programme for the poor that was expanded in more than 30 states under Obamacare, and how a new healthcare law would be funded.

One emerging scenario among Republicans is that the millions of people who received health coverage through the expansion of Medicaid could be “grandfathered in,” according to the Washington Post. States that did not expand Medicaid could receive more money through increased federal “disproportionate share” payments used to help hospitals that serve a large number of uninsured patients.

And a draft Republican re-replacement plan for Obamacare, which news outlet Politico uploaded to its website, would cap the amount of money given to states for Medicaid and end tax subsidies based on income for the purchase of individual plans in 2020.

House staffers would not comment on the authenticity of the document, which was dated 10 February. President Donald Trump and Republicans have said they would present a plan for repealing and replacing Obamacare in the coming weeks.

It is not clear whether there is sufficiently broad support among Republican lawmakers for all of the measures in the draft proposal, or how the plans might change as they move through congressional committees. The draft “addresses the major issues and is a serious proposal for transitioning out of Obamacare,” said Ed Haislmaier, a senior research fellow and healthcare policy expert at the Heritage Foundation who was on Trump’s transition team.

“Clearly the details will continue to evolve and we’ll be watching as they do,” he said in an emailed statement to Reuters.

US health insurance executives, many of whom have lost hundreds of millions of dollars on the Obamacare individual insurance markets, are due to meet with Trump on Monday, according to a Bloomberg report. A Blue Cross Blue Shield Association spokeswoman confirmed it was invited to the meeting and will attend.

Republicans have repeatedly pledged not to “pull the rug out” from millions of Americans who gained access to healthcare under the law, and recent polls show more respondents favouring Obama- care than opposing it.

“The Kaiser Family Foundation found broad bipartisan support for maintaining federal funding for the Medicaid expansion, with 84 per cent of respondents saying it was important to do so, according to a survey released on Friday. The poll also found the law has record levels of support, with more Americans now viewing it favorably than unfavourably.”

“Obamacare has failed. We welcome any and all efforts to repeal and replace it that put patients first,” said Caitlin Oakley, a spokeswoman for the US Department of Health and Human Services. Democrats decried the draft proposal on Friday and said it would cause millions of Americans to lose their health insurance.

“The deeply harmful path House Republicans have laid out would spell disaster for families nationwide,” US Senator Patty Murray, a Washington state Democrat, said in a statement. “President Trump, who promised family- hles he would provide insurance for everyone, should be the first to oppose it.” —Reuters
Australia, Indonesia restore full military ties, see progress on trade

SYDNEY — Australia and Indonesia said on Sunday that full military ties between the two countries had been restored, after Indonesia’s military suspended cooperation in January because of "insulting" teaching material found at an Australian base.

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull made the announcement alongside Indonesian President Joko Widodo, who arrived in Australia on Saturday for his first visit as president.

"President Widodo and I have agreed to full restoration of defence cooperation, training exchanges and activities," Turnbull said at a news conference in Sydney. 

Widodo’s visit to Australia comes less than two months after military ties were suspended, an event that sparked a mutual diplomatic spat and led to an apology from Australia’s army chief in February, Indonesia’s Papua province should be independent and mocked the nation’s state ideology.

Indonesia and Australia have a history of patchy ties, but both leaders were keen on Sunday to emphasise their commitment to a strong relationship.

"That robust relationship can be established where both countries have respect for each other’s territorial integrity, non-interference in the domestic affairs of each other and the ability to develop a mutually beneficial partnership," Widodo said.

While the primary focus of the visit was on security and economic issues, including the finalisation of a bilateral free trade deal by the end of the year, talks touched on tourism, cyber security and social links.

Widodo met Australian business leaders on Saturday, telling them that investor confidence in Indonesia was strong and reassuring them that Indonesia was a stable country in which to do business.

Following one-on-one talks, Turnbull said tariffs should be cut for Australian sugar and Indonesian pesticides and herbicides. He also praised changes to the export rules for live Australian cattle.

Widodo told The Australian newspaper this week he would like to see joint patrols with Australia in the South China Sea if they did not further inflame tensions with China.

China — which claims almost the entire sea region — blacklisted Indonesia last year by saying the two countries had “overlapping claims” to waters close to them, an area Indonesia calls the Natuna Sea.

The leaders stopped short of announcing joint patrols on Sunday, but stressed the importance of resolving disputes peacefully and in accordance to international law.

“As maritime nations and trading nations, Australia and Indonesia are natural partners with common interests," Turnbull said.

Collaboration on counterterrorism, especially the return of foreign fighters from the Syrian and Iraq conflict zone, would continue, Turnbull said.—Reuters

Malaysia declares airport safe for travel after nerve agent attack

KUALA LUMPUR — Malaysia on Sunday declared its international airport a “safe zone” after completing a sweep of the terminal where the estranged half-brother of North Korean leader Kim Jong Un was assaulted with a deadly chemical last week.

Kim Jong Nam died on 13 February after being smothered at the airport’s budget terminal with VX nerve agent, classified by the United Nations as a weapon of mass destruction.

Since then, tens of thousands of people have passed through the terminal, with the location of the assault remaining accessible.

The police forensic team, fire department and Atomic Energy Licensing Board swept the budget terminal of Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA2) at 1 am on 26 February (1700 GMT on 25 February). “We confirm, number one, there is no hazardous material found in KLIA2, number two, KLIA2 is free from any form of contamination of hazardous material and thirdly, KLIA2 is declared a safe zone,” Abdu Samat Mat, the police chief of Selangor state who is leading the investigation, told reporters at the airport.

The location of the assault was cordoned off during the sweep but the rest of the terminal remained open.

Security camera footage released by Japanese broadcaster Fuji TV showed the moment two women assaulted Kim Jong Nam with a cloth authorities suspect was laced with the nerve agent. In later clips Kim is seen asking airport officials for medical help. Airport authorities said he complained of dizziness and died on the way to hospital.

Authorities have said there have been no anomalies in medical cases reported at the clinic since the incident. They also said medical staff at the clinic are in good health.

The two women — one Indonesian and one Vietnamese — have been detained, along with a North Korean man. Seven other North Koreans have been identified as suspects or are wanted for questioning, four of whom have since left for Pyongyang, police said.

Police are also sweeping other locations in Kuala Lumpur that suspects may have visited. Police chief Abdul Samah said on Saturday authorities raided an apartment in an upscale Kuala Lumpur suburb earlier this week in connection with the death, and were checking for any traces of unusual chemicals in the apartment.

Kim Jong Nam, who had been living in exile with his family in Macau under Chinese protection, had spoken publicly in the past about his family’s dynastic control of the isolated, macabre ceremony.

South Korean and US officials said he was assassinated by North Korean agents. North Korea has not acknowledged his death.

Malaysia’s health minister Subramaniam Sathasivam said at a press conference on Sunday that autopsy findings were consistent with police reports.

The minister said the chemical caused “serious paralysis which led to the death of the person in such a short period of time.”

The Indonesian attackeer, Siti Aishah, was reported to be unwell, possibly due to contact with the chemical.

Subramaniam said authorities were running tests to ascertain whether Siti was affected by the chemical. At another event Subramaniam said Kim Jong Nam would have died within 15-20 minutes after VX was applied on his face. He added that identifying the body officially is still a challenge.—Reuters
BEIJING — The PLA Navy is likely to secure significant new funding in China’s upcoming defence budget as Beijing seeks to check US dominance of the high seas and step up its own projection of power around the globe.

China’s navy has been taking an increasingly prominent role in recent months, with a rising star admiral taking command, its first aircraft carrier sailing around self-ruled Taiwan and new Chinese warships popping up in far-flung places.

Now, with President Donald Trump promising a US shipbuilding spree and unpredictable approach on hot button issues including Taiwan and the South and East China Seas, China is pushing to narrow the gap.

“China unveils the defence budget for this year at next month’s annual meeting of parliament, a closely watched figure around the region and in Washington, for clues to China’s intentions.

China surprised last year with its lowest increase in six years, 7.6 per cent, the first single-digit rise since 2010, following a nearly unbroken two-decade run of double-digit jumps.

“Certainl, the PLA Navy has really been the beneficiary of a lot of this new spending in the past 15 years,” said Richard Bitzinger, Senior Fellow and Coordinator of the Military Transformations Programme at the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies in Singapore.

“We don’t know how much they spend on the navy, but simply extrapolating from the quantity and the quality of things that are coming out of their shipyards, it’s pretty amazing.” —Reuters

China’s Liaoning aircraft carrier with accompanying fleet conducts a drill in an area of South China Sea in this undated photo taken December, 2016. PHOTO: REUTERS
Government of Myanmar unveils new plan to protect marine wildlife and resources

The Government of Myanmar and WCS (Wildlife Conservation Society) announced today a comprehensive plan to protect the country’s diverse fisheries and marine life—including dolphins, sea turtles, and other species—and other marine resources.

The plan titled “Marine Spatial Planning for Myanmar: Strategic Advice for Securing a Sustainable Ocean Economy” was unveiled at this week’s World Ocean Summit in Bali, Indonesia. Sponsored by The Economist, the event (Feb. 22-24) also featured a robust structure through key actors to develop institutional arrangements; developing capacity; developing institutional arrangements; and strengthening data knowledge on the job in their free time.

To become a self-motivated teacher one must have a deep interest in teaching, and the authorities concerned must provide them with the necessary incentive packages such as: training and financial aids such as incentives and an adequate amount of remuneration.

The atlas will help guide discussions on how these activities can be combined into a coordinated plan for a sustainable ocean economy. “Our new National Coastal and Marine Resources Management Committee is fully supportive of this marine spatial planning initiative,” said the committee, chaired by the Vice President and supported by respective coastal Chief Ministers, the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Conservation (MONREC), the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation, and the Navy, look forward to working with partners to enable the development of our sustainable ocean economy,” said Dr. Matthew Witt from the University of Exeter’s Environment and Sustainability Institute. “We hope the atlas will help guide discussions and decision support around sustainable use of Myanmar’s coastal and inland environments, upon which many are dependent for food, employment and biodiversity services.”

“We commend the Government of Myanmar for taking the first crucial steps needed to protect its marine resources for future generations with this new strategy,” said Jason Patlis, Executive Director for WCS’s Marine Conservation Program. “As evidenced in this first-ever marine atlas, Myanmar’s waters play a critical role for the health of the global ocean, and the Government’s efforts will benefit not only its own citizens, but the region and the world.”

Khin Maung Oo
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Noble Profession in Myanmar dominated by women

Giant marine tortoise in the Andaman sea. PHOTO © ANDY MANN

EVERY individual needs to work for his or her survival. In this frenetic age, youths entering the labour force are always trying to look for promising careers—well-paid jobs. Nowadays it is difficult to decide to eke out their living as a teacher, especially for men, and this is difficult to be a life-long teacher. In today’s job-hunters’ minds, they cannot see a teacher blessed with great respect and trust from the people—parents and their offspring. They go against having a teaching career, knowing it fetches only a small income. Granted that money is important for our living, they cannot be blamed. Especially men are staying away from pursuing a teaching career. However, most young women who could not find a job in private companies eventually decided, faute de mieux, to choose the teaching career. Some professions remain bastions of chauvinism and some are still exercising glass-ceiling system in promoting their staff. Thus, the teaching profession is gradually becoming a profession dominated by women. Even then, they avoid going to remote areas. Every job-hunter would be happy to get a job in the civil service, especially as a teacher.
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Berkshire Hathaway gains $1.6 billion from its huge bite of Apple

NEW YORK — Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway Inc (BRKa.N) is sitting on more than $1.6 billion of gains in its investment in Apple Inc. (AAPL.O) after shares of the iPhone maker surged.

Berkshire revealed that its massive stake in Apple stock, as of 31 December, had risen to 61.2 million shares for a total of $6.75 billion, an average of about $110.17 apiece, according to the annual report Saturday from Berkshire.

As of Friday’s closing price of $136.66, Berkshire’s holding of Apple was valued at more than $8.3 billion.

Berkshire became one of the top 10 Apple investors in 2016, taking a stake of more than 9 million shares in the first quarter and then accelerating purchases in the last three months of the year.

“I think Buffett likes Apple because of the hold or control that they are gaining over the lives of above-average income Americans and people around the world,” said Bill Smead of Smead Capital Management.

“Buffett knows that people have become addicted to Apple products and he invests in these addictions.”

The Apple investment appears to reflect much of the $12 billion of stock that Buffett said he had bought between the Nov. 8 Presidential election and the end of January.—Reuters

TCL carries flickering BlackBerry flame with new phone launch

BARCELONA — BlackBerry Ltd (BB.TO) may have exited the device business, but fans of the pioneering email machine need not despair as Chinese smartphone maker TCL Communication (TCCLF.PK) has introduced its first Blackberry-licensed phone that was long its key allure.

The KEYone combines a touch display with a physical keyboard to give users more useable space for typing than a typical 5.5-inch all-touch smartphone, along with BlackBerry Ltd’s security and software, TCL said.

“Buffett knows that people have become addicted to Apple products and he invests in these addictions.”

TCL cut the new brand-licensing deal in December with BlackBerry Ltd, which now focuses on making the security software that was another key factor underpinning the Canadian company’s phenomenal success in the pre-smartphone era and sustained it with corporate users as the world moved on to smartphones with other features. The partnership helps address weaknesses for both companies: TCL gives Blackberry a manufacturer that can still compete at global scale following a decade-long slide in BlackBerry sales, while TCL gains a new brand to shore up its own flagging growth in smartphones.

“We have worked closely with TCL to build security and the BlackBerry experience into every layer of KEYone, so the BlackBerry DNA remains very much in place,” said Alex Thurber, general manager of BlackBerry Ltd’s Mobility Solutions unit.

The new BlackBerry KEYone smartphone was unveiled here ahead of the Mobile World Congress, Europe’s largest annual trade fair, on Saturday. The first fruits of TCL’s new product line carries a hefty price tag, which could limit its appeal to diehard fans of the device once known as the Crackberry.

The KEYone will be available in April and priced around 599 euros, $549 or 499 pounds, in line with premium phones from Apple (AAPL.O), Samsung (005930.KS) and Huawei [HWT.UL].

TCL, which sells its phones in 160 countries, did not specify which would be first to offer the KEYone. TCL is best known as the maker of Alcatel handsets and ranked as the world’s No 7 phone maker, according to recent data from research group IDC.

It is the third-largest maker of simpler, so-called feature phones popular in Latin America and emerging markets, according to market research firm Strategy Analytics. TCL has acted as contract manufacturer for earlier BlackBerry devices but now licenses the phone brand and gives the Canadian company a cut of each handset sold. The device runs Android 7.1 — giving users access to the Google Play store and apps — and receives Google (GOOGL.O) security patch updates, which many Android smartphones lack.

It also runs the BBM secure-messaging system, which BlackBerry earlier this month said it would make available for software developers to build into their own products. With an aluminum frame and textured backing, the device sports two cameras — 12 megapixels in the rear and eight in front — and a scratch-resistant 4.5-inch screen display.—Reuters

Euro zone economy — real recovery or another Sirens’ song?

LONDON — Over the years, euro zone economic growth has been a bit like the Sirens in Homer’s Odyssey: singing a song of promise, only to end up pulling you onto the rocks. Will it be different this time?

The strong growth registered in numerous data releases and surveys at the beginning of this year has surprised many.

One eye-opening example was the release of flash purchasing managers indices for France, Germany and the euro zone on 21 February. Of nine indexes, eight registered growth and six did so at a higher level than any economist polled by Reuters had imagined.

Not surprisingly, economists and policy-makers are now looking for firm proof that the euro zone’s apparent rebound this year is sustainable, as well as noting a variety of potentially destructive economic and political hazards ahead.

There has not been, they say, a specific inflexion point at which it can be said that the euro zone has recovered and is off on a growth tear. Rather it has been a slow simmer. “The euro zone has been recovering steadily for three years now, helped by monetary policy stimulus, an end to fiscal austerity and a healthier financial sector,” said James McCann, OECD economist at Standard Life Investments.

“It’s) a steady recovery which has simmered. “The euro zone has been recovering steadily for three years now, helped by monetary policy stimulus, an end to fiscal austerity and a healthier financial sector,” said James McCann, OECD economist at Standard Life Investments.

But putting aside some of the latest data, it has been steady rather than spectacular. Economic growth is still running at only around 1.6 per cent annually, and most forecasters expect the euro zone GDP to rise by 1.5 per cent this year.

The numbers confirm this. The European Commission notes that real GDP in the euro zone has grown for 15 consecutive quarters — a sign of steady improvement.

But putting aside some of the latest data, it has been steady rather than spectacular. Economic growth is still running at only around 1.6 per cent annually, and most forecasters expect the euro zone GDP to rise by 1.5 per cent this year.

So the question is whether the recent data has turned this on its head. Even before considering whether Greece’s debt problems will come back to bite the euro zone, there are two main strands: inflation and elections.—Reuters
Trump decides to skip White House press dinner

WASHINGTON — US President Donald Trump announced on Saturday that he would not attend the annual White House Correspondents’ Association dinner, a high-profile event that draws celebrities, politicians and journalists.

“I will not be attending the White House Correspondents’ Association Dinner this year. Please wish everyone well and have a great evening!”, Trump wrote on Twitter.

On the campaign trail and in the White House, Trump has had a strained relationship with the press, calling journalists “the enemy of the people” and frequently criticizing outlets and individual reporters whose coverage he does not like.

The reporters’ group said it would go ahead with its 29 April dinner despite Trump’s absence. The Washington event typically draws movie stars, politicians and business leaders to hear a humorous speech by the sitting president.

The dinner “has been and will continue to be a celebration of the First Amendment and the important role played by an independent news media in a healthy republic,” said Jeff Mason, a Reuters White House correspondent who heads the association this year.

Ronald Reagan was the last president to sit out the event after he was shot in 1981.

Some news outlets such as Bloomberg News and the New Yorker have said they will not host the lavish after-parties that have been a fixture of past events.

On Friday, the White House excluded several major US news organizations, including some it has criticized, from an off-camera briefing held by the White House press secretary. Reporters for CNN, The New York Times, Politico, The Los Angeles Times and BuzzFee were not allowed into the session in the office of press secretary Sean Spicer, a decision that drew strong protests.

The event occasionally makes news: in 2011, President Barack Obama delivered a scathing evisceration of Trump, joking that the mogul, who sat stone-faced in the audience, would move on from questioning Obama’s citizenship to figuring out “did we fake the moon landing.”

Critics say the event encourages journalists to cozy up to politicians they should cover aggressively.—Reuters

Merkel’s conservatives, Social Democrats neck-and-neck in poll

BERLIN — German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s conservatives and the centre-left Social Democrats (SPD) are neck-and-neck in the latest Emnid poll with seven months to go before a federal election.

The poll in Bild am Sonntag newspaper showed the SPD, which has surged in recent weeks since nominating former European Parliament President Martin Schulz as its candidate, dropping by one percentage point compared with the same poll last week to 32 per cent. Merkel’s conservative bloc was also at 32 per cent, unchanged from a week earlier.

The poll also showed only 36 per cent of those surveyed think Schulz will replace Merkel as chancellor after the 24 September election while 50 per cent of Germans do not believe he will.

The SPD, the junior partner in Merkel’s ruling coalition, had lagged the conservatives for years in opinion polls, but several recent polls showed the SPD ahead.

The anti-immigrant Alternative for Germany was in third place in the Emnid poll with 9 per cent while the far-left Linke was on 8 per cent. The Greens and pro-business Free Democrats (FDP) were both at 7 per cent.

The survey of 1,880 people was carried out from 26-22 February.—Reuters

Three in critical condition after east China hotel fire

NANCHANG — Three people who were injured in a hotel fire in east China’s Jiangxi Province on Saturday morning are in a critical condition, local authorities said on Sunday.

The fire at HNA Platinum Mix Hotel in the provincial capital of Nanchang City killed 10, including three hotel guests and seven construction workers, according to the city government.

Nine injured people are being treated in hospital.

A preliminary investigation found the blaze was caused by welding and cutting which violated safety rules.

Twenty-four people, including hotel shareholders, the contractor of the project and workers, have been taken into police custody.—Xinhua

Car bomb explosion kills 2 soldiers in Libya’s Benghazi

TRIPOLI — A car bomb explosion hit a security checkpoint in eastern Libyan city Benghazi on Sunday, killing two soldiers and injuring four others.

The explosion severely injured Mahmoud Al-Warfalli, the special forces commander, according to media reports.

The attack took place in Al-Gwarsha area in western Benghazi.

No group has claimed responsibility for the attack.

Benghazi, the birthplace of the 2011 uprising that toppled former leader Muammar Gaddafi’s regime, has been witnessing a violent war between the armed forces, led by Maj Gen Khalifa Haftar, and militant groups for more than two years.—Xinhua

Grenade explodes in demonstration, kills three in Nigeria

ABUJA — Three people, including an army personnel, were killed by a handheld grenade that exploded during a demonstration in a village in Nigeria’s central state of Niger, a police spokesman said on Sunday.

The army personnel was holding the grenade late Saturday in his Bari village of Bangi district, demonstrating to his kinsmen how the Nigerian military used grenades on terrorists in the country’s northeast region when it exploded, Bala Elkalla, the spokesman of Niger State police told Xinhua.

The grenade killed two villagers and injured four others who were onlookers at the scene, Elkalla said.

The police spokesman said the army personnel who was serving in Maiduguri, the capital of the restive northeast state of Borno, had obtained permission to travel to his village.—Xinhua

Five injured as car hits pedestrians in London

LONDON — Five people were injured as a car crashed into pedestrians in south-east London Sunday morning.

The incident prompted speculations that it might be a terrorist attack following a similar case on Saturday in Heidelberg, Germany, where a man drove into a pedestrian area, killing one and injuring two. The attacker was shot and arrested by police in a brief standoff after fleeing the scene on foot.—Xinhua

Transgender teenage wrestler wins Texas state championship

TEXAS — High school athlete Mack Beggs, a teenager who is transitioning from female to male, won his 110-pound weight class in the Texas girl’s state championship on Saturday, according to media reports.

Beggs, 17, and many of his opponents want him to wrestle against boys, but the transgender boy wrestled in the Texas championship for girls because of state sport regulations, which require athletes to compete according to birth gender.

The wrestler, a junior at Trinity High School in the Dallas suburb of Euless, had a 52-0 record ahead of the weekend tournament and was favoured to win the 110-pound weight class in the championship.

On Saturday, he beat Chelsea Sanchez 12-2 to earn the championship.

In some of his first media comments since the story was widely reported, Beggs said “I wouldn’t be here today if it weren’t for my teammates,” the Dallas Morning News reported on its website.

“That’s honestly what the spotlight should’ve been on, my teammates,” he added.—Reuters
GENEVA — A United Nations peace envoy said a militant attack in Syria on Saturday was a deliberate attempt to wreck peace talks in Geneva, while the warring sides traded blame and appeared no closer to actual negotiations.

Suicide bombers stormed two Syrian security offices in Homs, killing dozens with gunfire and explosions including the head of military security, prompting airstrikes against the last rebel-held enclave in the western city.

“Spoilers were always expected, and should continue to be, to try to influence the proceedings of the talks. It is in the interest of all parties who are against terrorism and are committed to a political process in Syria not to allow these attempts to succeed,” UN mediator Staffan de Mistura said in a statement.

De Mistura has met the two sides separately in Geneva while he tries to get agreement on how talks to end the six-year-old conflict should be arranged.

He has warned not to expect any quick breakthrough and to beware of letting the violence derail any fragile progress, as happened repeatedly in the past.

A man tries to put out a fire at a site hit by airstrikes in the rebel-controlled town of Ariha in Idlib province, Syria on February 25, 2017. Photo: Reuters

Bombings, air strikes in Syria rattle Geneva peace talks

A ceasefire brokered by Russia and Iran with Turkey’s support is increasingly being violated by both sides.

The jihadist rebel alliance Tahir al-Sham, which opposes the talks — although it has fought alongside factions that are represented there — said that five suicide bombers had carried out Saturday’s attack. It celebrated with the words “thanks be to God” but stopped short of explicitly claiming responsibility. Tahir al-Sham was formed this year from several groups including Jabhat Fateh al-Sham, which was formerly known as the Nusra Front and was al-Qaed’s Syrian branch until it broke formal allegiance to the global jihadist movement in 2016.

After a 2-1/2 hour-long meeting with de Mistura, the Syrian government’s lead negotiator Bashar al-Ja’afari spoke to reporters and repeatedly demanded the opposition condemn the attacks or face the consequences.

“If anyone refuses to condemn this terrorist attack then he is an accomplice of terrorism and we will deal with them accordingly,” Ja’afari said.

He ruled out leaving the talks, saying he would meet de Mistura again on Tuesday, but he implied that some of the opponents that he had sat face-to-face with at Thursday’s opening ceremony were “sponsors of terrorism.”

Airline codes

- **SM** = Myanmar Airways International
- **BG** = Biman Bangladesh Airlines
- **MH** = Malaysia Airlines
- **MU** = China Eastern Airlines
- **NH** = All Nippon Airways
- **SQ** = Singapore Airlines
- **PG** = Bangkok Airways
- **UB** = Myanmar National Airlines
- **VN** = Vietnam Airlines
- **3K** = Jet Star
- **AI** = Air India
- **CI** = China Airlines
- **DD** = Nok Airline
- **KA** = Dragonair
- **MI** = Silk Air
- **TG** = Thai Airways

The jihadists have repeatedly carried out raids on Damascus, resulting in six deaths, and earlier, an air raid in Hama killed four people from the same family, the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said.—Reuters
US could gain from China’s irritation at N Korea: ex-official

NEW YORK — The United States under President Donald Trump should take advantage of China’s increasing irritation at North Korea’s recent provocative acts, according to a former senior White House official.

Gary Samore, a nuclear nonproliferation expert who served under Bill Clinton and Barack Obama, said North Korea’s leader Kim Jong Un “is doing us a favour” by carrying out nuclear tests and assassinating his family members.

“The Chinese are really frustrated and angry. I hope we can take advantage of it to at least have a little bargaining leverage against North Korea over the years,” he said in an interview with Kyodo News on Thursday.

By assassinations, he was apparently referring to the recent killing in Malaysia of Kim Jong-nam, half-brother of Kim Jong-un, and to reports that Pyongyang is suspected of being behind the incident.

Samore said it is “good news” that Beijing has turned cooperative in implementing UN sanctions on Pyongyang, though it is the main economic and diplomatic benefactor of the isolated country.

“China has gone further than I ever would have imagined in terms of supporting the UN Security Council sanctions against North Korea over the years,” he said. “Not enough to deter the survival of the regime but enough to impose a real penalty on Pyongyang.”

“And we can thank Kim Jong Un, Kim Jong Un is our best friend,” Samore added.

China said on 18 February that it will suspend coal imports from North Korea until the end of the year as part of strengthened sanctions against the country in accordance with UN Security Council Resolution 2321.

The Security Council adopted the new North Korea sanctions resolution on 30 November following its fifth nuclear test carried out last September, placing a ceiling on the country’s coal exports.

Coal is the North’s biggest export, with China the main buyer.

The resolution set an upper limit on the North’s coal exports at $400.9 million, or 7.5 million tons per year, whichever is lower, starting on 1 January.

The measure is expected to cut the country’s hard currency revenues by at least $700 million annually.

Samore is currently executive director for research at the Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs of Harvard University’s Kennedy School.

Gary Samore, a nuclear nonproliferation expert who served under former US presidents Bill Clinton and Barack Obama, gives an interview to Kyodo News in New York on 23 February.

THE REPUBLIC OF THE UNION OF MYANMAR
MINISTRY OF ELECTRICITY AND ENERGY
MYANMA OIL AND GAS ENTERPRISE
(INVITATION FOR OPEN TENDER) (5/2017)

Open tenders are invited for supply of the following respective items in United States Dollars and Myanmar Kyats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.No</th>
<th>Tender No</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>IFB-119(16-17)</td>
<td>Spare Parts and Maintenance for GCS (Myanagayal) (1 Lot)</td>
<td>US$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>IFB-120(16-17)</td>
<td>Upgrade and Inspection for Cooper 12 STG and MH 64 compressor (1 Lot)</td>
<td>US$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>IFB-121(16-17)</td>
<td>8” ERW API SL Grade X-42 MS 3 layer PE Coated Steel Line Pipe (PSL-2) (8050) MTR</td>
<td>US$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>IFB-122(16-17)</td>
<td>API Class ‘G’ Cement (500) Tons</td>
<td>US$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>DMP/L-035(16-17)</td>
<td>Air Compressor Reciprocating with (15-18) HP</td>
<td>Ks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>DMP/L-036(16-17)</td>
<td>Water transfer Pump Skid Mounted with Engine (300 GPM x 150 Ft/ 30(25-40)HP)</td>
<td>Ks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>DMP/L-037(16-17)</td>
<td>Crane Transfer Pump Skid Mounted with Motor (100 GPM x 15 Ft/10, 10 KW (1 Set)</td>
<td>Ks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>DMP/L-038(16-17)</td>
<td>12 KV, 650 A, VCB Switch gear Panel</td>
<td>Ks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9)</td>
<td>DMP/L-039(16-17)</td>
<td>Air Compressor with Motor (20 HP)</td>
<td>Ks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10)</td>
<td>DMP/L-040(16-17)</td>
<td>Complete Set (Two Incoming Two Outgoing) (1 Lot)</td>
<td>Ks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11)</td>
<td>DMP/L-041(16-17)</td>
<td>Complete Set (Two Incoming Two Outgoing) (2 Sets)</td>
<td>Ks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>DMP/L-042(16-17)</td>
<td>132 KV Motor for ZW type CNG Compressor (400 V, 740 RPM, 3 Phase)</td>
<td>Ks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13)</td>
<td>DMP/L-043(16-17)</td>
<td>Assorted Sizes Tyres (11) Items</td>
<td>Ks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(14)</td>
<td>Container (1/2017)</td>
<td>(1) Reefers, standard containers, 40’ &amp; 20’ flat top or dry containers for cargo,</td>
<td>Ks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tender Closing Date & Time - 28-3-2017, 16:30 Hrs

Tender Document shall be available during office hours commencing from 27th February, 2017 at the Finance Department, Myanma Oil and Gas Enterprise, No.44 Complex, Nay Pyi Taw, Myanmar.

Myanma Oil and Gas Enterprise
Ph: +95 67 - 411206 / 411274

Invitation for Bids

Myanmar
National Electrification Project
Credit No. 5727-MM

Contract Title: Supply, Installation and Maintenance of Solar PV System for Households and Public Facilities

Reference No. SA1 - 2 (12 lots)

1. The Government of Myanmar has received financing from the International Development Association (IDA) of the World Bank Group toward the cost of the National Electrification Project, and intends to apply part of the proceeds toward payments under the contract for Supply, Installation, and Maintenance of Solar PV Systems for Households and Public Facilities. This contract will be jointly financed by the Government of Myanmar.

2. The Department of Rural Development, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation now invites sealed bids from eligible bidders for supply, installation and maintenance of one or more of the 12 lots of solar PV systems for households and public facilities in 12 States/Regions (Kayin, Mon, Chin, Sagaing, Bago, Tanintharyi, Rakhae, Mandalay, Magway, Shan, Ayeyarwady and Naypyitaw).

3. For quick reference, some of the key qualification requirements include:

- The average annual turnover (or annual sales volume) of the last three years should be USD 4,000,000 or higher which varies by lot and cumulative if bidding for multiple lots.
- The bidder has successfully completed at least two (2) contracts in supplying, installing, supervising, commissioning and/or maintaining off-grid solar PV systems with batteries, in any year over the last five (5) years, and at least one of the two contracts had a value equivalent to or greater than 50% of the value of the bid.

The details of the qualification requirements are seen in the bidding documents.

4. Bidding will be conducted through the International Competitive Bidding procedures as specified in the World Bank’s Guidelines: Procurement of Goods, Works and Non-Consulting Services for IBRD Loans and IDA Credits &Grants by World Bank Borrowers (Fourth Edition - January 2014) (“Procurement Guidelines”), and is open to all eligible bidders as defined in the Procurement Guidelines. In addition, please refer to paragraphs 1.6 and 1.7 setting forth the World Bank’s policy on conflict of interest.

5. A Pre-Bid meeting will be held on March 23, 2017 at 10:00 a.m. at the Department of Rural Development, Office No. 14 (Main Conference Room, ground Floor), Nay Pyi Taw in order to answer any questions that potential bidders might have.

6. Interested eligible bidders may obtain further information from the address below and inspect the bidding documents during office hours 10:00 a.m to 04:00 p.m (10:00 to 16:00 hours) Myanmar time at the address given below.

7. A complete set of bidding documents in English may be obtained free of charge by interested eligible bidders upon the submission of a written application to the address below. The Bidding Documents will be issued through e-mail only.

In case of any difficulty in obtaining the bidding documents, interested parties may contact in writing:
Dr. Soe Soe Ohn, Director
Department of Rural Development, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation.
Office No. 14
Naypyitaw,
Country: Myanmar
Tel/Fax: +95 67 409529
Email: neppmo.drd@gmail.com;  ksaung@gmail.com

8. All bids must be delivered to the address below on or before April 27, 2017, 10:00 hrs (10:00 a.m. Myanmar time). Electronic bidding will not be permitted. Late bids will be rejected by the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation and the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation will not be responsible for any late bids.

9. All bids must be accompanied by a Bid Security as stated in ITB 19.1 – Bidding Data Sheet of the bidding document.

The address referred to above is:
Attention: U Myint Oh, Deputy Director General, Project Director of National Electrification Project, National Electrification Project
Department of Rural Development, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation.
Office No. 14
Naypyitaw,
Country: Myanmar
Tel/Fax: +95 67 409529
Email: neppmo.drd@gmail.com, dr.soeseoohn@gmail.com, neppmo.drd@gmail.com
Kishida pledges to support Okinawa to attract more foreign tourists

TOKYO — Foreign Minister Fumio Kishida vowed on Sunday to support efforts to attract more foreign tourists to Okinawa Prefecture in a meeting with Governor Takeshi Onaga.

“Okinawa can be a model” for other local governments trying to invite foreign tourists and investment to boost local economic growth, Kishida said.

The southern island prefecture is one of the most popular tourist spots in Japan with a number of beach resorts. Japan aims to attract 40 million tourists in 2020, when it hosts the Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics. The goal will be sharply up from 24.04 million in 2016.

The meeting comes as the central government is moving ahead with a plan to construct a US Marine Corps air base in a coastal area in Okinawa amid strong local opposition. The prefecture hosts the bulk of US military facilities in Japan.

The governor reiterated his prefecture’s opposition to the relocation plan, saying that “it is extremely regrettable” that the government sticks to it.

Kishida also explained the plan signed last month between Japan and the United States to effectively remove legal protection over some US military base workers, a move that could help deter base-linked crimes in Okinawa.

Onaga said the central government has not worked hard enough to achieve its goal of halting operations of the base as planned in February 2019 and demanded more efforts to reduce the burden shouldered by local residents.

—Kyodo News

Bangladesh opens first solar-powered food warehouse

DHAKA — Bangladeshi Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina inaugurated on Sunday the country’s first solar-powered food warehouse with a capacity of 25,000 tonnes of grain in the northern part of the country.

The modernized, multi-storey warehouse was built with financial and technical support from Japan.

Food silos are crucial for natural disaster-prone Bangladesh to keep stocks safe from water and other threats.

The world’s fourth-biggest producer of rice, Bangladesh uses almost all of its production to feed its population of 160 million, and often needs imports to cope with shortages caused by natural calamities such as floods or droughts.

Bangladesh imports around 4.5 million tonnes of wheat a year to meet growing demand, while the country’s output has stagnated at about 1 million tonnes.—Reuters
Japanese animator Miyazaki comes out of retirement for new film

LOS ANGELES — Oscar-winning Japanese director Hayao Miyazaki announced on Thursday he is taking on a new project, hinting at a potential comeback to Japanese animation after announcing his retirement amid persistent calls for him to make a comeback from his fans both in and outside Japan.

“The decision comes nearly three and a half years after Miyazaki, 76, announced his retirement amid persistent calls for him to make a comeback from his fans both in and outside Japan. “He is creating it in Tokyo, working hard right now,” said Toshio Suzuki, a producer at the major Japanese animation company, during a talk show, adding he was presented by the animation maestro with the storyboard of the new film at the end of last year.

“(The storyboard) was quite exciting,” 68-year-old Suzuki said, adding, “but if I’d told him it was good, I know it would ruin my own retirement,” as making the film would dominate his life, Suzuki told the audience.

Nevertheless, I put my own feelings aside and told him straight, ‘This is fascinating,’” he said to audience applause.

The talk show, where Suzuki was invited to attend, was held in connection with the Academy Awards ceremony as “The Red Turtle,” produced by Japan’s Studio Ghibli and others, has been nominated as a candidate for the Academy Award for Animated Feature.

Since announcing his retirement from making feature-length films due to concentration problems because of his age in September 2013 as “The Wind Rises” was being screened, Miyazaki has remained involved with Studio Ghibli, making a short film to be screened later at the company’s museum in Tokyo.

Miyazaki’s “Spirited Away” won the Berlin International Film Festival Golden Bear award in 2002 and the Oscar for Animated Feature Film in 2003.


Studio Ghibli has scaled back its animation production since “When Marnie Was There,” directed by Hiroshima Yonebayashi, in 2014.

—Kyodo News

‘Moonlight’ sweeps Spirit Awards with six wins ahead of Oscars

SANTA MONICA, Calif. — “Moonlight” triumphed at the Film Independent Spirit Awards with six wins on Sunday, besting grief drama “Manchester by the Sea” ahead of Sunday’s Oscars ceremony.

“Moonlight,” about a black boy in an impoverished Miami neighborhood as he grapples with his sexuality, was named best feature, the top award. It also won for best director and best screenplay for writer-director Barry Jenkins, and an ensemble cast award.

“This movie exists as a beacon of inclusivity,” Jenkins said.

“Moonlight” will be competing for eight Oscars, including best picture.

The Independent Spirit Awards, held on California’s Santa Monica Beach on the day before Hollywood’s glitzy Oscars ceremony, honor the year’s best achievements in independent film made on small budgets.

The last three winners of the Spirit Awards — “Spotlight”, “Birdman” and “12 Years a Slave” — all went on to win the best picture Oscar, the highest honor in the movie industry.

But this year, some of the films getting the most awards buzz, like “La La Land,” “Lion” and “Hidden Figures,” were not eligible for Spirit Awards.

Hosted by comedians Nick Kroll and John Mulaney, Saturday’s show was a light-hearted affair but that didn’t stop stars from taking some jabs at the administration of US President Donald Trump.

Casey Affleck, who won for his lead role as a grieving janitor in “Manchester by the Sea,” used his acceptance speech to say “the policies of this administration are abhorrent and they won’t last.”

French star Isabelle Huppert was named best actress for playing a woman who pursues her rapist in “Elle.”

“I’ve made so many independent films and I think it’s in dependence that makes art win,” Huppert said.


Other winners included supporting actor Ben Foster for “Hell or High Water,” and Molly Shannon for her supporting role in “Other People.”

Coming-of-age tale “American Honey” went home empty-handed despite getting six nominations.—Reuters
Missoni talks politics with pink cat-eared hats at Milan show

MILAN — Fashion talked politics at Missoni’s Milan show with models strutting down the runway wearing pink knitted cat-eared hats, in a sign of support by creative director Angela Missoni for the recent mass protests against US President Donald Trump.

In January, hundreds of thousands of women filled the streets of cities across the United States and Europe, in an unprecedented wave of rallies against Trump.

Many of the protesters wore pink “pussy hats”, in reference to Trump’s boast “pussy” hats sitting on the audience’s benches, as a gift for everybody who believes that we need to raise a voice for human rights,” Angela Missoni told Reuters after the show.

The enormous industrial space used by Missoni for the show was dotted with the pink hats sitting on the audience’s benches, as a gift to guests.

“I feel the need to recognize that in a time of uncertainty there is a bond that can keep us strong and safe, that unites those that respect all human rights. Let’s show the world that the fashion world is united and fearless,” Missoni said at the end of her show, on the fourth day of Milan’s fashion week.

A huge photo of Italy’s Monte Rosa — the pink mountain — dominated the hangar space used by Missoni for the clothes, and for everybody that can keep us strong and safe, that unites those that respect all human rights.

A note from the group for the clothes, and for everybody

“I want to read as much as possible, though it will badly affect my work...I was drawn into the story in the first pages of the book,” said a 56-year-old office worker based in Tokyo.

In Osaka’s Dotombori downtown area, a Tsutaya store also organized a similar midnight campaign unveiling the novel on the count of three on a gigantic panel.

But people in Hokkaido were disappointed at an announcement by publisher Shinchosha Publishing Co. that the derailment of a freight train Thursday had caused a one-day delay in delivery of the Murakami novel.

“Mr Murakami debated with a novel titled “Hear the Wind Sing” in 1979, which won him the Gunzo literature prize for up-and-coming writers. “Norwegian Wood,” a 1987 novel named after a Beatles song that catapulted Murakami to fame in Japan and around the world, became a blockbuster hit. It tells of a college student’s bittersweet coming of age in Tokyo in the 1960s.” — Kyodo News

Murakami’s 1st multivolume novel in 7 yrs goes on sale

TOKYO — Avid fans of Japanese novelist Haruki Murakami flocked to bookstores in Japan early Friday to buy his first multivolume novel in seven years, which hit the shelves at midnight.

Some stores organized special sales events for “Kishidancho Goroshi” (“Killing Commaundatore”) for people eager to thumb through the novel soon after its release, including Sanseido Co., which allowed customers to stay in its store in Tokyo’s Jumbo area overnight.

“I want to read as much as possible, though it will badly affect my work...I was drawn into the story in the first pages of the book,” said a 56-year-old office worker based in Tokyo.

In Osaka’s Dotombori downtown area, a Tsutaya store also organized a similar midnight campaign unveiling the novel on the count of three on a gigantic panel.

But people in Hokkaido were disappointed at an announcement by publisher Shinchosha Publishing Co. that the derailment of a freight train Thursday had caused a one-day delay in delivery of the Murakami novel.

“Mr Murakami debated with a novel titled “Hear the Wind Sing” in 1979, which won him the Gunzo literature prize for up-and-coming writers. “Norwegian Wood,” a 1987 novel named after a Beatles song that catapulted Murakami to fame in Japan and around the world, became a blockbuster hit. It tells of a college student’s bittersweet coming of age in Tokyo in the 1960s.” — Kyodo News

“Arab Idol!” talent show win sends Palestinians into raptures

GAZA — Palestinians took to the streets to celebrate the victory of their compatriot Yaqoub Shaheen in “Arab Idol”, a hugely popular Middle East television talent show on the Dubai-based channel MBC1.

This year’s final, filmed in Lebanon, was between a Yemeni, Ammar Mohammedi, and two Palestinian competitors, Shaheen from Bethlehem and Ameer Dandan from the town of Majal al-Krum in Israel but resident in the United States.

After he was named as the winner, Shaheen performed a patriotic song while wearing the Palestinian flag on his shoulders, singing the line: “My pledge and my oath, my blood is Palestinian”.

In Gaza and in the occupied West Bank thousands of people had filled restaurants and street coffee shops, many of them having reserved their seats in advance, in order to watch the final on large public screens.

“It is a national day. A national historic day for Palestine,” said Mohammed Abu Ali, 46, sitting with his wife and three children in a cafe in Gaza watching the final.

People watching the show in public hugged one another, cheered and whispered as Shaheen was named the 2017 Arab Idol.

Dozens of taxi drivers touring the streets across Gaza honked their horns and played some of the songs performed by the winning singer during the weeks-long programme.

—Reuters

—Kyodo News
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Customers take copies from a pile of Haruki Murakami’s first multivolume novel in seven years, “Kishidancho Goroshi” (“Killing Commaundatore”), at a Tokyo bookstore at midnight on 24 February 2017. Photo: Kyodo News
Pacquiao to fight Britain’s Khan in ‘super fight’

MANILA — Multiple world champion Manny Pacquiao has agreed to fight Britain’s Olympic silver medallist Amir Khan on 23 April, both boxers said on Sunday.

The 38-year-old Pacquiao had said four days ago that he and Khan’s management were in discussions for the fight, despite earlier announcement the Filipino’s next bout would be against Australia’s Jeff Horn in Brisbane.

Pacquiao, however, had said that Horn was one of many possible opponents. “Negotiations between team Pacquiao and team Khan have come to terms for the 23 April bout as this is what the fans wanted,” Pacquiao tweeted.

The 30-year-old Khan, who won silver as a lightweight at the Athens Olympics, has not fought since last May when he moved up to welterweight.

Khan said on his Twitter page: “The much bigger Mexican proved too powerful and the Briton was knocked out in the sixth round and he is likely to drop back to welterweight to fight Pacquiao, who holds the World Boxing Organization title at the weight.

“My team and I have agreed terms with Manny Pacquiao and his team for a super fight,” Khan said. Pacquiao won the WBO welterweight title last November against American Jessie Vargas in Las Vegas with an unanimous decision.

No venue for the fight was announced.—Reuters

Bayern destroy Hamburg 8-0 with Lewandowski hat-trick

BERLIN — Bayern Munich forward Robert Lewandowski scored a hat-trick as the Bundesliga leaders mercilessly obliterated Hamburg SV 8-0 on Saturday as coach Carlo Ancelotti celebrated his 1,000th game as manager.

The win kept Bayern five points clear at the top as they again inflicted on their opponents their heaviest league defeat.

The Pole, who has netted 19 times in the Bundesliga this season, struck twice in the first half and slotted in his third goal 19 times in the first half to leapfrog their opponents.

Arjen Robben struck on the break as Hamburg again capitulated to the Bundesliga champions and current leaders.

“A perfect day, a perfect game,” said Ancelotti. “The team played an outstanding game and I could not be happier.”

“I told my players before the game that I wanted a good match for my anniversary. I never thought it would be that good. I hope we show the same attitude in our next game.”

Bayern never gave Hamburg a chance, making amends for their last-gasp 1-1 draw at Hertha Berlin last week.

They had 75 per cent possession in the first half alone and could have added to their tally with Lewandowski also hitting the woodwork.

“I think we did not win a single on-one throughout the entire first half,” Hamburg keeper Rene Adler said. “It’s just intolerable.”

Second-placed RB Leipzig stayed five points off the pace after beating Cologne 3-1 to climb up to fourth.

Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang ended his goal drought after 471 minutes to score twice as Borussia Dortmund tightened their hold on third place with a 3-0 victory at Freiburg.

Dortmund are on 40 points, three ahead of Hoffenheim who play Schalke 04 on Sunday.

Hertha Berlin beat 10-man Eintracht Frankfurt 2-0 with goals from Vedad Ibisevic and Vladimir Darida in the second half to leapfrog their opponents into fifth place. Eintracht, two points behind in sixth, had Haris Seferovic sent off for elbowing an opponent.—Reuters

Bodybuilding and pageants competition held to mark Union Day-2017

A bodybuilding and pageant competition was held to mark the Union Day 2017 in Yangon yesterday.

The competition held at the Aung San Gymnasium saw 35 bodybuilders in the five categories for men and 10 pageants for the women event.

Ma Yin Moe Aye, who won the first in the senior women’s category, was crowned as the Miss Union while Maung Htet Lin, who won the first in the 70-kg category, was the Mr Union.

The competition was conducted by the Myanmar Sports Writers’ Federation. Executives of the federation, juries and personnel of the companies which sponsored the competition presented prizes to the winners.— Saw Thein Win